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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to evaluate the effects of implementing Equitable Teaching practices in
Math 120 Calculus 1. We used the EQUIP instrument in order to measure the amount of participation from
each student. We used the X-PIPS-M instrument in order to get the students' responses to the class as
well as have Dr. Ross reflect as a teacher. We used the MCOPP+ in order for Dr. Ross to reflect as a
teacher. We also used the Calculus 1 Concept Inventory assessment in order to evaluate students'
content knowledge growth during the course. We found that students responded well to the new teaching
practices as students felt that the class created a welcoming environment. This is shown to use through
EQUIP showing that we had an equity ratio close to one for high level questions. When rating reflecting
with MCOPP+ a majority of the ratings were a 2 or 3 on the scale out of 3. These ratings show that the
teaching practices align with the recommendations. When using X-PIPS-M students responded positively
to feeling included in the classroom environment and had a stronger mathematical identity. Students also
improved their score on the calculus 1 concept inventory showing that they better understand the
material. When looking at the anonymous survey form, students commented on how they enjoyed the
classroom culture that was created and had very little criticism for the class besides the amount of
homework questions
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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to evaluate the effects of implementing Equitable Teaching practices in
Math 120 Calculus 1. We used the EQUIP instrument in order to measure the amount of participation
from each student. We used the X-PIPS-M instrument in order to get the students' responses to the class as
well as have Dr. Ross reflect as a teacher. We used the MCOPP+ in order for Dr. Ross to reflect as a
teacher. We also used the Calculus 1 Concept Inventory assessment in order to evaluate students' content
knowledge growth during the course. We found that students responded well to the new teaching practices
as students felt that the class created a welcoming environment. This is shown to use through EQUIP
showing that we had an equity ratio close to one for high level questions. When rating reflecting with
MCOPP+ a majority of the ratings were a 2 or 3 on the scale out of 3. These ratings show that the
teaching practices align with the recommendations. When using X-PIPS-M students responded positively
to feeling included in the classroom environment and had a stronger mathematical identity. Students also
improved their score on the calculus 1 concept inventory showing that they better understand the material.
When looking at the anonymous survey form, students commented on how they enjoyed the classroom
culture that was created and had very little criticism for the class besides the amount of homework
questions
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Introduction and Research Questions
This paper focuses on addressing equity issues in the field of mathematics. This paper
focuses on utilizing various instruments such as: EQIUP, MCOPP+, X-PIPS-M, an anonymous
feedback form, classroom observations, and a calculus one concept inventory assessment in
order to gage students mathematical identity, conceptual understanding, and Dr. Ross’s teaching
practices in his fall 2021 calculus one class. The research questions addressed in this paper are:
RQ1- Were the teaching methods effective at giving students a mathematical sense of identity?
RQ2- Were the methods effective at giving students an understanding of the concepts?
RQ3-What was the effectiveness of the teaching practices?
RQ4-What teaching practices did the students enjoy?
RQ5- What were the pros and cons of each evaluation tool that was used during the semester?
RQ6 -Did the teaching methods favor or exclude one group of students over the other?
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Literature and Instrument/Assessment Review
Instruments
MCOPP+
MCOPP+ (Mathematics Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices) is a tool that is designed
to be used during a classroom observation. The original MCOPP focuses on sixteen different
prompts that help “measure the degree of alignment of the K-16 mathematics classroom with the
various practice standards set out by” various national organizations including: Common Core
Standards in Mathematics;Standards for Mathematical Practice, Mathematical Association of
American (MAA): CUPM Curriculum Guide, American Mathematical Association of Two-Year
Colleges (AMATYC): “Crossroads” and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM):
Process Standards. It was then revised with the addition of 5 prompts that focus on equitable
teaching in particular, hence the + in MCOPP+. The tool is designed to be used for a single
lesson but can be applied to evaluate one's teaching over the course of a semester. If the purpose
is to look at a full body of semester work, it is recommended that MCOPP be used at least three
times over the course of the semester. Of the sixteen items, nine are focused on measuring
student engagement and nine on teacher facilitation (2 items include some aspects of both). One
important aspect to note is that during a single lesson not all of these sixteen traits will usually be
shown and that is another reason that it is recommended to do three to six observations to get a
more accurate representation of the classroom's conceptual and equitable understanding.
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EQUIP (Equity QUantified In Participation)
EQUIP is an electronic customizable observation tool for tracking patterns in student
participation. The goal is to empower teachers in building more equitable classrooms. EQUIP
can be used in real-time or with videos of classroom teaching. After completing an observation,
EQUIP generates instant analytics that teachers can use to improve their practice.
When using EQUIP during the Fall 2021 semester, we first had to create a list of students
in the class and the demographics of each student. Once this was created, we created a list of
questions that we wanted to observe as a way to monitor equity. Each question was broken up
into multiple possible responses. For example, when looking at wait time we had two options:
yes (3 seconds or more) or no (less than 3 seconds) . The response categories we looked at were:
teacher solicitation, wait time, solicitation method, length of talk, student talk, student name used
by professor, and student responses. After doing various observations during the class, we were
able to use EQUIP’s instant analytics to create various graphs. The graphs that we found the
most helpful for our research were “interactive” view which made bar graphs and focused on
looking at the equity ratio of responses as well as showing response count based on
demographics.

X-PIPS-M
X-PIPS-M is a tool that is broken up into two parts. The first part is for students to fill out and it
is recommended to be given once at the end of the semester. The second part is a teacher's self
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evaluation which is recommended to be done at the end of the semester. Many of the questions
are similar between the student and teacher surveys.
X-PIPS-M Teacher
The teacher portion of X-PIPS-M is a tool that has the teacher self evaluation on their teaching
practices. There are 10 big questions with each big question having a few smaller questions and
one of the big questions having about 50 small questions. These questions involve reflecting on
the teachers experience and their identity as well as self evaluating their classroom practices by
having them reflect on how they teach their class. Most of the questions are Likert-scale or
similar; some questions are open-response, and some are “select all that apply”.
X-PIPS-M Student
The student portion of the X-PIPS-M is approximately 20 questions with most questions having
5 sub questions. These questions start off by asking students questions about their demographics
such as gender, race, major, socio economic status, etc. We administered this using Google
Forms and Dr. Ross and students filled it out at the start of the class period. We administered it at
the halfway point of the semester and at the end of the semester. After asking those questions,
students are then asked questions about their experience in this class and institution when it
comes to mathematics. These questions ask for information such as what activities they enjoyed,
do they enjoy learning math, etc. Approximately 10% of the questions are short answer with the
other 90% of the questions being likert-scale.
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Anonymous Feedback Form
This is a form that Dr. Ross created based on ideas from “Asked and Answered: Dialogues on
Advocating for Students of Color in Mathematics” (Harris and Winger 2020) in order to have
students send in anonymous feedback about how the class was going for them. This form
involved questions checking in on how students were doing mentally, offering ways he could
help them, and getting general feedback on how the course was going. This form was sent out
about halfway through the course and was left available for the rest of the semester with
occasional reminders for students to fill it out.

Assessments
Calculus 1 Concept Inventory
The Calculus 1 Concept Inventory (C1CI) is a 49 question concept inventory. Its questions focus
on 7 topics: accumulation, function, fundamental theorem of calculus, modeling/quantitative
reasoning, rate of change, structure sense, and variables/constants. This assessment was given
during class time on paper at the beginning of the semester (first week) and at the end of the
semester (week before finals) and was used to determine students' growth over the course of the
semester. The C1CI was not used as a grade for the class and was only used as a research tool.
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Equitable Teaching Practices
During the winter 2021 semester I began researching equitable teaching practices for Dr.
Ross to implement in his Calculus 1 class. This was done as a team with fellow undergraduate
David Smith. A review of the resources that we reviewed can be found below.

A Resource for Equitable Classroom PracticesMontgomery Public Schools (2010) created a list of 27 different equitable teaching practices that
teachers should implement into their classroom. Some of the practices that stood out the most
were: 4. Uses body language, gestures, and expressions to convey a message that all student’s
questions and opinions are important 5.Arranges the classroom to accommodate discussion,
10./13. Uses class building and team-building activities to promote peer support for academic
achievement/Structures heterogeneous and cooperative groups for learning, 12. Uses cooperative
learning structures 15. Acknowledges all students’ comments, responses, questions, and
contributions, 16.Seeks multiple perspectives, 19. Uses students’ real life experiences to connect
school learning to students’ lives, 26./27. Asks higher-order questions equitably of high- and
low-achieving students/ Provides individual help to high- and low-achieving students. Some of
the items in this document inspired questions in the MCOPP+ instrument.

The impact of identity in K-8 Math. Rethinking equity-based practicesAguirre, Mayfeild-Ingram created a list of equitable teaching practices. While this book was
originally written for K-8, there were a lot of equitable teaching practices that we thought could
be applied at all levels of mathematical education. The five key points from this book are: 1.
Going Deep Into Mathematics, 2. Leveraging Multiple Mathematical competencies 3. Affirming
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Mathematics learners identities 4. Challenging Spaces of Marginality 5. Drawing on Multiple
Resources of Knowledge.

Group Work Role Document- A document that was created by Carnegie Mellon University that
provides a list of possible roles students should play when it comes to working in groups. The
ones that we implemented were facilitator, reporter, recorder, and devil’s advocate (someone who
tried to take up the opposite side and bring in a different perspective)

Other sources that were looked at during the research period by David Smith and I include:
Instructional grouping in the classroom- Gave insights on group creation and put an emphasis on
rotating groups and making them diverse.
A model for setting up group work in high school math- mentions “Math Teacher’s Toolbox”,
groups of 3-4 and clearly defining roles.
How to create & manage groups- center for teacher innovation- Talks about ways to use group
assessment, how to grade groups, and reminders for doing group work.
Aim for High Ceilings and Low Floors- Article that focused on the creation of tasks that had a
high floor and low ceiling. These are tasks for students that struggle can access and tasks that
challenge high level students.
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Results
After obtaining IRB approval (application number UHSRC-FY21-22-22) we ran a study
and collected data from Dr. Ross’s Fall 2021 MATH 120 (Calculus 1). The data was collected
using a few tools. The tools included: EQUIP, MCOPP, X-PIPS-M, Calculus One Concept
Inventory, and classroom observations.

EQUIP

The graph on the left is a bar graph that compares the number of contributions from male (green)
and female (purple) students. The horizontal axis represents the level of response from the
students. A low level response is a response that is incorrect or does not add anything to the
conversation. A medium level response is a response that is correct but does not provide much
reasoning or a response that adds procedural value to the conversation but does not improve
conceptual understanding. A high level response is an answer or question that pushes the
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learning to the next level. This shows that most responses were of the medium or high level. The
graph on the right shows the equity ratio (an equity ratio of 1 shows that the ratio of participation
is equitable based on the demographics of the class. An equity ratio over one represents over
representation with 2 meaning double the amount) of students when it comes to the level of their
response. It shows that males are more likely to respond for the lower level questions but there is
an equitable amount of responses at the high level. The graph on the left shows the number of
responses between male and female students. Both of these graphs are based on five classroom
observations during the fall 2021 semester.
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The left graph is a bar graph that compares the number of contributions between students based
on race. The horizontal axis represents the amount of responses at low, medium, and high level.
This shows that most responses were of the medium or high level. The right graph shows the
equity ratio of students when it comes to the level of their response. It shows that it is
approaching an equity ratio of 1 on higher responses where some of the lower responses have
equity ratios farther from one. Both of these graphs are based on five classroom observations
during the fall 2021 semester.
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The three graphs above showcase the students' response levels over the course of 5 observations.
The horizontal axis shows the classes earlier in the semester on the left and the classes at the end
of the semester on the right. The vertical axis of the graph shows the number of responses made
by male (green) and female (purple) students. Each of the points on the graph represent one of
the five 50 minute class periods that were observed. The top graph shows how students' high
level responses increased as classes continued. The middle graph shows an increase in
participation and shows that males are responding with medium level responses. Finally, the
bottom graph does not show a strong trend either way. These also show that a majority of the
responses are higher or medium level based on the counts during the 5 observations being higher
in the graphs based on the medium and high responses.

The above graphs show the amount of contributions of students by race and are based on five
observations. The important aspect to note is that most of the questions asked and responses were
of the “what” type. In addition to this, most of the responses appear to be answering the
professors questions rather than answering questions in a different way.
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Pros and cons or EQUIP- Overall, EQUIP provides a unique way to self observe the classroom.
It provides quantitative data and auto generates graphs. In addition to this it allows you to create
your own prompts. When using EQUIP we would recommend adding another solicitation option
along the lines of “walking around the classroom”. We would also recommend asking question
types with the responses of: probing, guiding, Exploring Mathematical Meanings and
Relationships, generating discussions, procedure/factual, other mathematical, and
non-mathematical. This prompt would give a better evaluation of the types of questions the
professor is asking.
One of the cons of EQUIP is that you have to have someone to input the EQUIP data
during class, or spend time analyzing recordings of the class, which is time consuming. Camera
placement for video recording classes can be an issue. We recommend placing the camera near
the teacher’s station, so it captures student faces to make it more clear who is talking. However,
this might not be possible if some students have not consented to being video recorded. It also
has the downside of the camera being more visible to students. One other con about EQUIP is
that you can’t change the colors of your graph. Some of the graphs have color choices that are
similar which makes it hard on someone trying to interpret the graphs.
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MCOPP+
The method that we used for this evaluation was based on a generic class. Dr. Ross rated himself
retrospectively on the way he thought a “generic class went” In addition to Dr. Ross’s rating
himself, I also rated his teaching based on the classes that I was able to observe. Ideally, I would
have been able to watch videos of the classes but that was not done due to needing IRB
permission. A professor who is not planning to use MCOPP beyond a self-study could use
recording of their classes to better utilize the MCOPP

MCOPP prompt

MCOPP rating
0-3 by Kyle

MCOPP rating
0-3 by Dr. Ross

1) Students engaged in exploration/investigation/problem
solving.

2

2

2) Students used a variety of means (models, drawings,
graphs, concrete materials, manipulatives, etc.) to represent
concepts.

2

1

3) Students were engaged in mathematical activities.

2

2

4) Students critically assessed mathematical strategies.

1

1

5) Students persevered in problem solving.

1

1

6) The lesson involved fundamental concepts of the subject
to promote relational/conceptual understanding.

3

3

7) The lesson promoted modeling with mathematics.

3

2

8) The lesson provided opportunities to examine
mathematical structure. (symbolic notation, patterns,
generalizations, conjectures, etc.)

2

2

9) The lesson included tasks that have multiple paths to a
solution or multiple solutions.

1

1

10) The lesson promoted precision of mathematical
language.

2

2
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11) The teacher’s talk encouraged student thinking.

2

2

12) There were a high proportion of students talking related
to mathematics.

1

1

13) There was a climate of respect for what others had to say 2

1

14) In general, the teacher provided wait-time.

3

3

15) Students were involved in the communication of their
ideas to others (peer-to-peer).

2

1

16) The teacher uses student questions/comments to
enhance conceptual mathematical understanding.

2

2

17) The teacher creates and maintains an environment of
productive intellectual challenge/cognitive demand.

2

2

18) The lesson promoted independent student reasoning and 3
engagement.

3

19) The teacher’s talk encouraged the participation of a
majority of the students

2

2

20) The lesson resulted in the participation of a majority of
the students in the class

3

3

21) The teacher’s actions contributed to an equitable learning 3
environment

3

Student Engagement Subscale

16 out of 27
possible

13 out of 27
possible

Teacher facilitation Subscale

18 out of 27
possible

16 out of 27
possible

*Student engagement is calculated using 1-5, 12-15. Teacher facilitation is calculated using: 4,6-11,13,16.
Prompts 17-21 were added to the original MCOPP but not given subscale assignments.
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MCOPP AnalysisOverall, Dr. Ross and I had a similar analysis of his Calculus 1 classroom during the Fall
2021 semester. However, we did have some slight differences in our evaluations. The MCOPP
prompts that we had different evaluations are: 2,7,13,15. Worth noting too is that the difference
in these four categories is one point and that in all four categories Kyle rated Dr. Ross one point
higher.
The second prompt is “Students used a variety of means (models, drawings, graphs,
concrete materials, manipulatives, etc.) to represent concepts” When comparing the score, Dr.
Ross gave himself a 1 and Kyle gave him a 2. A score of 1 represents “The students manipulated
or generated one representation of a concept.” and a 2 represents “The students manipulated or
generated two or more representations to represent the same concept, but the connections across
the various representations, relationships of the representations to the underlying concept, and
applicability or the efficiency of the representations were not explicitly discussed by the teacher
or students.” My reasoning for giving Dr. Ross a 2 was, based on my observations, students were
given one or two ways to look at and discuss a concept. This could be seen through graphic,
numeric, and symbolic representations. Not every concept had all three but a majority of the
concepts that I observed had at least two.
The seventh prompt is, “The lesson promoted modeling with mathematics.” In this rating
Kyle gave Dr. Ross a 3 and Dr. Ross gave himself a 2. Dr. Ross used modeling a lot throughout
his Calculus one class. When I observed and noted was that Dr. Ross had a modeling example
for almost every prompt throughout the class. He also assigned a couple projects that had heavy
modeling components. The difference between a 2 and a 3 in the MCOPP is that a 2 has the
modeling be a procedure. While it could be argued that a portion of the modeling projects
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involved a procedure, I felt there was still a problem solving aspect that made them more
advanced tasks that challenged all levels of students.
The third prompt that there was a different score given on was prompt number 13. This
prompt is, “There was a climate of respect for what others had to say.” I gave this a 2 and Dr.
Ross gave it a 1. The main difference between these two scores is that a 2 uses the phrase “some
students” while a 1 uses the phrase “a few students”. This was in a gray area where there is not
an obvious difference between the two words and it is open to interpretation. Both of these
responses involve students being respectful and attentive when students are sharing which both
of us agreed occurred. Reflecting on our responses, I feel that the responses are different just
based on having issues defining the word “some” compared to the word “few”
The final prompt that we had a different score on was prompt 15 which is, “Students were
involved in the communication of their ideas to others (peer-to-peer).” When giving the ratings I
gave the class a 2 and Dr. Ross gave the class a 1. The prompt for a 2 reads as follows, “Some
class time (less than half, but more than just a few minutes) was devoted to peer to peer (pairs,
groups, whole class) conversations related to mathematics.” The description of a 1 read, “The
lesson was primarily teacher directed and little opportunities were available for peer to peer
(pairs, groups, whole class) conversations. A few instances developed where this occurred during
the lesson but only lasted less than 5 minutes.” When observing Dr. Ross’s class, I felt that a
strong portion of the class time was given to group work. However, a lot of the students had
personalities in which they preferred to work independently rather than with the students around
them. This causes the discrepancy in the two responses.
Of the categories that Dr. Ross and I both rated him a 1, it is worth noting the similarities
of “students critically assessed mathematical strategies” and “students persevered in problem
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solving” both of these two prompts have similarities as they are related to students being asked to
think beyond the basic understanding of math. One possible suggestion to address this topic
would be to have students perform error analysis questions. This will encourage students to be
critical of a math solution as well as challenge their problem solving in a way that most students
do not often think about. This could also be done in partners in order to help with communication
between peers. These sorts of questions are also beneficial to future math teachers in the class.
Based on the evaluations that were given, Dr. Ross was able to successfully implement
equitable teaching practices. When evaluating himself Dr. Ross gave himself a 2 or higher in
66% of the prompts and I gave him a 2 or higher on 81% of the prompts. This shows that while
there is still room for improvement, Dr. Ross was able to successfully implement the teaching
practices during his calculus 1 class.
Pros and Cons of MCOPP- MCOPP allowed a teacher to self evaluate. It was designed to
focus on three to four classroom observations but we decided to analyze it based on the overall
class experience. One issue we had with MCOPP was that some of the scales were open to
interpretation. If the scale had half-points it might have been more effective to rate. While it can
be done by one person, it was effective to have a second person observe in order to prevent any
internal bias and give a more accurate rating on the class.
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X-PIPS-M: Teacher
The X-PIPS-M is broken up into two different parts. The first part is a teacher evaluation and the
second is an evaluation from the students perspective. The below chart compares how I rated Dr.
Ross’s class using the X-PIPS-M (without seeing his self-ratings) and how he rated his teaching
during the fall 2021 semester.

X-PIPS-M Prompt (ratings given as a % and they must add up to
100%)

Kyle’s
Response

Ross’s
Response

a. Listening to the instructor lecture or solve problems

15%

30%

b. Participating in whole-class discussions

25%

20%

c. Working on tasks in small groups

10%

50%

d. Working on tasks individually

50%

0%

In the table above there is similar percentage work when it comes to whole class discussion. One
major difference we have is our interpretation of prompt c and d. When looking at this
information it is worth noting that Dr. Ross planned for and encouraged students to work with
the people around them but most students chose to work individually with very little
collaboration between them. I took this as students working individually while Dr. Ross said his
rating was based on what he had planned and allowed for the class, rather than telling them to
work individually.

X-PIPS-M Prompt (ratings 1-5) With 5 being very descriptive
and 1 being not very descriptive

Kyle’s
Response

Ross’s
Response

a. I guide students through major topics as they listen

3

2

b. I provide activities that connect course content to my students' lives
and future work

5

5
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c. My syllabus contains the specific topics that will be covered in every
class session

4

4

d. I provide students with immediate feedback on their work during
class (e.g., student response systems, short quizzes)

1

2

e. I structure my course with the assumption that most of the students
have little useful knowledge of the topics

3

3

f. I use student assessment results to guide the direction of my
instruction during the semester

2

2

g. I ask students to respond to questions during class time

4

4

h. I use student questions and comments to determine the focus and
direction of classroom lessons

3

2

i. In my class a variety of means (models, drawings, graphs, symbols,
simulations, tables, etc.) are used to represent course topics and/or
solve problems

4

5

j. I structure class so that students explore or discuss their
understanding of concepts before direct instruction

3

4

k. My class sessions are structured to give students a clear/structured
set of notes

4

2

l. I structure class so that students talk with one another about course
topics

3

4

m. I structure class so that students constructively criticize one
another's ideas

2

3

n. I structure class so that students discuss their mathematical
difficulties with other students

2

2

o. I structure class so that students work on problems individually
during class.

3

3

p. I structure class so that students work together in pairs or small
groups

3

3

q. I structure class so that more than one approach to solving a
problem is discussed

3

3

r. I provide time for students to reflect about the processes they use to
solve problems

2

1

s. I give students frequent assignments worth a small portion of their
grade

4

5

t. I expect students to make connections between related ideas or
concepts when completing assessments

4

4
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u. I provide feedback on student assignments without assigning a
formal grade

3

3

v. Test questions focus on important facts and definitions from the
course

3

3

w. Test questions require students to apply course concepts to
unfamiliar situations

3

2

x. Test questions contain well-defined problems with one correct
solution

3

5

y. I use a grading curve as needed to adjust student scores

2

1

z. A wide range of students respond to my questions in class

2

3

aa. I know most of my students by name

4

5

bb. When calling on students in class, I use randomized response
strategies (e.g., picking names from a hat)

1

1

cc. I structure class to encourage peer-to-peer support among students
(e.g., ask peer before you ask me, having group roles, developing a
group solution to share, etc.)

4

3

dd. There is a sense of community among the students in my class

3

4

ee. I require students to work in predetermined or randomized groups

2

3

ff. I use strategies that have been shown to support students from
underrepresented groups

4

3

gg. I consider students' thinking/understanding when planning lessons

4

4

hh. I use a variety of approaches (e.g., questioning, discussion,
formal/informal assessments) to gauge where my students are in their
understanding of concepts

3

3

ii. I understand students' previous conceptions, skills, knowledge, and
interests related to a particular topic

4

4

jj. I explain concepts in this class in a variety of ways

4

4

kk. I adjust my teaching based upon what students currently do or do
not understand

3

3

ll. I give feedback on homework, exams, quizzes, etc.

2

3

mm. I structure class so that students share their ideas (or their group's
ideas) during whole class discussions

4

4

nn. I use strategies to encourage participation from a wide range of
students

3

4
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oo. A wide range of students participate in class

3

4

The table above is based on questions on the teacher's response to X-PIPS-M. These include a
majority of the questions. The questions not included involve things such as the professor's
demographics, how often the class meets, teaching style compared to others in the department,
etc.
Overall, Dr. Ross and I had agreement or were within one of each other when rating his class.
Some of the topics that we had a discrepancy on were harder for me to tell since they involved
more behind the scenes stuff such as giving feedback on assessments, test questions, feedback
time, etc. I did get a general feel of this during our discussions throughout the semester but not in
the detail to answer them with full confidence. When looking at our responses, there were two
responses that we had a difference of two on. Those prompts were: “k. My class sessions are
structured to give students a clear/structured set of notes” and “x. Test questions contain
well-defined problems with one correct solution” The reason for the discrepancy on prompt x
was due to the fact I was not involved in the making, giving, or grading of any of the class
assessments. I put a 3 being neutral since I did not have a strong enough evaluation of the class
assessments in order to give it a more accurate rating. The other prompt that we had a larger
difference on was item x. I gave Dr. Ross a 4 and he gave himself a 2. Most classes Dr. Ross
provided a set of guided notes for the students. While they were not totally structured, the fact
that he gave them a set of notes to be the basis of their notes is the reason that I gave him a 4. He
was aiming for the handouts to be more about “activities” than about guided notes. We have not
tried to assess what percent of the handouts were more like guided notes than open-ended
activity. This is something to consider for the future.
Pros and cons of the teacher version- This is a simple tool to use at the end of the
semester; an instructor could also use it earlier during the semester and then try to adjust how
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they conduct class. It takes very little time to use. Compared to MCOPP+ it has more questions
to answer but the questions are more straightforward. These questions provide insights on what
areas of your teaching that you need to improve on and encourage self reflection on your own
personal biases that you may have.

X-PIPS-M: Student
The first section of the X-PIPS-M is the qualitative section. When students filled out the form
there were a few questions that asked for short answer responses. These questions gave us a good
insight to what helped students and a chance for them to express their personal feelings based on
how the class is going.
When looking at the qualitative questions, students enjoyed having access to prerecorded class
videos (from the online class, not originally intended to supplement the in-person class) which
allowed them to go back and watch things they missed or if they felt that the class went too fast.
Also, multiple students commented on how they enjoyed the welcoming environment that the
professor created which allowed them to ask as many questions as they needed to. When looking
at things the students did not find helpful, one student did not like the flexible due dates. I
thought that Dr. Ross had recommended due dates, if he does not, that would be one thing to
consider adding in future courses. Another issue that came up was the fact that the class was
supposed to have a Supplemental instructor (SI) but there was not one this semester for the
course. These comments were made when the X-PIPS-M was given around the halfway point.
When the form was sent out at the end of the semester there was a lot of praise for the
work Dr. Ross did and the environment he created. One student went as far as saying, “Dr. Ross
is heaven” and that, “Dr. Ross is the best professor at EMU hands down”. There were also
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various other comments from students saying that, “he is great”. When asked about the way the
class was taught most students did not comment but one student commented and said, “the way
that this calculus was taught, I thought was an effective way to learn.” When looking at specifics
from the class, students enjoyed using Desmos, having a final project, the note structure, and Dr.
Ross as beneficial resources. A few students commented on how they would prefer less
homework, only one project, and wish they had an SI to help them with this course.
In addition to students providing qualitative data about their experience, X-PIPS-M
provided students with the chance to give quantitative feedback on how the course went. The
table below focuses on a few of the questions asked in the student portion of X-PIPS-M.

The next table shows the students responses to three questions and compares the responses from
the pre and post survey. The first question is “How would you describe the overall climate of
MATH 120 (Calculus 1) (1 to 5 with 1 being excluding and hostile and 5 being including and
friendly)” The second question is “How would you describe the overall climate of MATH 120
(Calculus 1) (1 to 5 with 1 being intellectual boring and 5 being intellectually engaging)” The
third question is, “How would you describe the overall climate of MATH 120 (Calculus 1) (1
being academically easy and 5 being academically rigorous)”. Column X1 shows how many
students responded with a rating of 1, etc. All responses of students who consented to having
their data used are included in the Pre and Post data, regardless of whether their study ID number
was present in both surveys. This gives a larger count (“n”) than the change amounts, which are
based only on students who matched from Pre to Post. Based on this data, we can see that as the
class went on, students found the class to be slightly more inclusive based on the mean change of
0.153 and the fact that all students put a 4 or 5 as their response. The class was more engaging as
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the semester went on as we have a mean change of 0.61. Also, students viewed the class to be
more rigorous as the semester went on as the mean change is 0.30

Question
inclusive
inclusive
engaging
engaging
rigorous
rigorous

Version
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

n
20
20
20
20
20
20

X1

X2
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0.05
0

X3
0.1
0
0.2
0
0.35
0.25

X4
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.25
0.35
0.5

Mean
SD
X5 nchange NA_nchange change
change
0.85
0.95
13
0
0.153
0.37
0.35
0.75
13
0
0.61
0.86
0.25
0.25
13
0
0.30
0.75

The next table focuses on responses to the question “The class activities connect course content
to my life and future work (not at all descriptive, minimally descriptive, somewhat descriptive,
mostly descriptive, very descriptive)”, with X1 being very descriptive and X4 being not
descriptive at all. Based on this data, it shows that most students felt that the course content
could be related to students' life and/or future work. 70% of students said they strongly agree
with this statement in the post X-PIPS-M and the mean change of -0.17 shows that students felt
an increase of this occurring as the semester went on. Note that in this question, lower rating
numbers indicate more pleasant student experiences, so a negative change amount indicates that
things improved, in contrast to the previous questions and table. Our labeling of the response
options copies what X-PIPS-M did rather than changing the labels from X-PIPS-M so higher
numbers are always more pleasant student experiences.
Mean
Version
Pre

n

X1

X2

X3

X4

19.00 0.58 0.32 0.11 0.00

nchange NA_nchange

change

SD change
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Post

19.00 0.70 0.20 0.05 0.05

13.00

1.00

-0.17

0.83

The table below focuses on the question “The professor encourages a wide range of participation
from students” With X1 being very descriptive and X4 being not descriptive at all. Based on the
data we see 85% of Post student responses highly agree with this statement. Also, based on the
mean change (-0.16), it is evident that Dr. Ross got slightly better at being sure a variety of
students participated.
Version

n

X1

X2

Pre

19 0.68 0.31

Post

19 0.85

0.1

X3

X4

nchange

0

0

0.05

0

13

NA_nchange

1

Mean change

SD change

-0.16

0.57

This table below focuses on four questions regarding mathematical identity. These questions are:
“I am interested in doing math”, “I enjoy doing math”, “I am confident in my ability to do math”,
“I am able to learn math”. All four of these questions had the following response options:
strongly agree, agree, slightly agree, slightly disagree, disagree, strongly disagree. X1 represents
strongly agree and X6 represents strongly disagree. As we can see based on the data, all four of
the questions show a mean change in the negative direction. This negative mean change shows
that students' mathematical identity and their enjoyment of math has improved as the semester
has progressed.

Question
Version
interested_in_doing_math Pre
interested_in_doing_math Post

SD
n X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 nchange Mean change change
20 0.4 0.2 0.25
0 0.1 0.05
20 0.45 0.2 0.25 0.05 0.05
0
13
-0.53
1.124
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enjoy_doing_math
enjoy_doing_math
confident_ability_do_math
confident_ability_do_math
able_to_learn_math
able_to_learn_math

Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Pre
Post

20
20
20
20
20
20

0.3 0.25 0.2 0.1
0.35 0.35 0.15 0.05
0.25 0.35 0.1 0.2
0.35 0.3 0.15 0.15
0.45 0.3 0.25
0
0.55 0.4 0.05
0

0.1 0.05
0.1
0
0.05 0.05
0.05
0
0
0
0
0

13

-0.53

1.12

13

-0.38

1.12

13

-0.46

0.51

Some pros of the student X-PIPS-M is that it provides a lot of prompts for students to respond to
which gives the evaluator a lot of options that they can look at to see how students are
performing. It also is student centered and focused on how the students feel rather than being
evaluated by the instructor or an outside source. One of the cons of the student X-PIPS-M is the
time it takes to process the data. Dr. Ross created R code to help process this data but it took a
large chunk of time and there is still a lot more data that can be looked at.

Calculus 1 Concept Inventory

The table above shows the sample size, mean score as a percentage, and the standard deviation of
students pre, post, and paired difference of students scores of students in our study. For
comparison, the authors of the C1CI reported a mean score in their study of 14.49/43=33.7% ,
SD=17.1% for 76 students in Calculus 1 classes, a mix of Engineering, Traditional, or DIRACC
calculus 1 (Thompson, Miller, and Ashbrook 2017). It is not clear if this result was a post-test or
mid-semester administration. This study took place at Arizona State University and Portland
State University.
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The graph above shows students' scores from post minus pre test.

The graph above shows the students pre and post score on the Calculus 1 Concept Inventory
using a paired dot plot.

The table and graphs in this section show that students improved, on average, by a score of
6.62% from when they took the pre to when they took the post Calculus 1 Concept Inventory.
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The Calculus 1 Concept Inventory was broken up into seven categories. In the table below we
compared the scores in these seven categories in order to show how student performance
changed in these sections over the course of the semester. It is important to note, though, that the
project that developed the C1CI said, in an annual report (Thompson, Miller, and Ashbrook
2017),
RMC’s Rasch analysis (Appendix RMC-D) showed that several items did not
differentiate well between high and low scorers, especially items related to the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

Category
Accumulation

Paired Difference %
(Final - Initial)

Standard Deviation (Pctg.Pts)

10.00%

27.31%

6.00%

27.20%

Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

-6.67%

27.95%

Modeling and Quantitative
Reasoning

15.56%

35.34%

Rate of Change

8.89%

16.20%

Structure Sense

8.00%

30.98%

Variables and Constants

6.67%

41.69%

Function

The table above shows that in all of the categories students showed improvement on average
with the most improvement coming from modeling and quantitative reasoning, other than (as
noted above) the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
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Anonymous Feedback Form
The following is feedback from the anonymous feedback form that was created by Dr. Ross. This
feedback gives us a place for students to write out about how they are feeling in the class.
When looking at restrictions in the class two students responded with none, one student
responded with overwork from other classes and three students responded about the class being
too fast paced and there being too much homework. When considering what I have experienced
and observed, there are conversations at the high school level pushing away from large amounts
of homework. It might be worth lowering the value of homework in the class or reducing the
number of practice problems. Another thing that was preventing thriving was that Dr. Ross used
“this or that” in reference to parts of the math. It is recommended that Dr. Ross watch the
recordings he made with the GoPro this semester in order to address that statement.
When asked about how valued they feel in the class five of the responses gave a response
of yes. A few students gave examples such as him being patient, willing to help, and the ability
to retake assessments. When asked about the groupwork the students said that it was going well.
One student commented on how it was difficult to work with others due to the classroom setup.
Part of this was limited due to COVID-19. Next time this class is taught, I would stress creating a
seating arrangement that makes group work and conversations easier than the long rows with six
feet spacing.
When asked about what tasks they liked the blood glucose activity and the
brainstorming/classroom discussions. Activities that were disliked were the homework. As
mentioned above, consider possibly offering less homework questions. Another activity that was
not liked was the predator vs. prey. No reasoning was given for why they did not like this
activity.
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Pros and cons of the anonymous survey formOverall, this is a pretty straight forward tool to implement in the classroom. This tool gives
students the opportunity to give feedback throughout the class rather than waiting for the course
evaluations. In addition to giving students the chance to express their feelings, it can be done
frequently, does not take that long, and provides quick feedback to the professor. The only con is
that all of the data is qualitative.
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Other Observations
In addition to all of the tools we used, I did observations during Dr. Ross’s class. These
observations allow insight based on the practices that have been taught by the Eastern Michigan
University College of Education. The first key point that I appreciated seeing was Dr. Ross
highlighting minorities. At the start of the classes Dr. Ross would show a video or an article that
highlighted a minority who made an impact in the STEM fields. These videos highlighted
aspects such as Latin American History Month and Black History month. Another thing that I
observed is that Dr. Ross went over the past quiz and addressed the misconceptions on the
students past quiz so that they could fix it if they choose to retake it. Also, Dr. Ross was effective
in his use of wait time in order to encourage student’s response. One thing that I noticed that I
thought was a room for improvement would be projection. While this was hindered by the mask,
at times, the voice and energy got hidden behind the mask. On the other hand, Dr. Ross, did an
excellent job walking around the classroom providing feedback to students and groups as they
worked. In addition to this, Dr. Ross excelled at providing real world examples of mathematics
and relating the lessons to students' lives rather than keeping it generic math. A couple of areas
that the class could have also been improved was during group work. Most of the students
preferred to work independently rather than collaborating with their peers around them and
students sat in the same seats which limited the flow of ideas within the class. Also, Dr. Ross
could have been more efficient at giving feedback to students as he, at times, got backed up on
providing feedback on homework. One other thing that Dr. Ross did was being
empathetic/treating students with respect. Dr. Ross was willing to accommodate students, go out
of his way to answer questions, and be flexible with due dates to benefit his students. Finally, Dr.
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Ross’s MATH120 class was great at providing multiple representations such as Desmos to show
multiple ways to demonstrate and approach the content.
Pros and cons of these observations- While there is not quantitative data to support these
observations, these observations are effective at giving qualitative observations that are missed
by using the above evaluation tools. In addition to this, these observations require at least one
outside person with an education background or recordings of the lessons taught.
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Conclusion
RQ1- Were the teaching methods effective at giving students a mathematical sense of identity?
Based on our findings, the teaching methods were effective at promoting a student's sense of
identity. This is evident through the students X-PIPS-M data as the mean change shifted in the
direction of showing a stronger mathematical identity. Also, when looking at anonymous survey
responses, students praised the classroom environment which shows that they have a stronger
sense of feeling valued when learning mathematics.
RQ2- Were the methods effective at giving students an understanding of the concepts?
According to the observations and general feedback form, students appeared to gain a better
understanding of the concepts through their relationship with Dr. Ross. Students mentioned in
the anonymous feedback form and X-PIPS-M that they felt comfortable reaching out to Dr. Ross
and asking him questions which allowed them to gain a better understanding of the mathematical
material.
RQ3-What was the effectiveness of the teaching practices?
Based on the C1CI, it showed that students were able to perform better after taking the course
and being exposed to the teaching practices. Also, based on the MCOPP self evaluation, it is
evident that Dr. Ross was able to effectively implement a lot of the teaching practices this is
shown through the fact that a majority of the evaluations are a two or three.
RQ4-What teaching practices did the students enjoy?
Based on students responses to the X-PIPS-M, students enjoyed having access to pre recorded
videos as they were a valuable resource for them to reference. In addition to the prerecorded
video, students also enjoyed the sense of community, welcoming environment, and flexibility
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that Dr. Ross created. This is evident through the comments that students made in the anonymous
feedback form as well as in the X-PIPS-M
RQ5- What were the pros and cons of each evaluation tool that was used during the semester?
The pros and cons of each instrument are addressed in the results section.
RQ6 -Did the teaching methods favor or exclude one group of students over the other?
Based on the EQUIP data, we can see that students who were white or male were more likely to
respond to questions but when looking at the higher level of responses the equity ratio was
approaching one for both the gender and race of students. Also, the X-PIPS-M question about a
calling on a wide range of students, shows that the students felt there was a diverse
representation when it came to who Dr. Ross selected to answer questions and share their
thoughts in the classroom.
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Appendix
The IRB for this study can be found under EMU IRB approvalUHSRC-FY21-22-22

Enhanced MCOP2 for PtC
(Updated:01/20/2017)

Lesson date and time

Institution

Course number and name

Instructor name

Approximate number of students in the class: ______________________

Description of physical classroom layout (e.g. large auditorium, small tables):

Summary of Observation/Key Points:
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Observer Name: ______________________________________

1) Students engaged in exploration/investigation/problem solving.
Score
Description
3
Students regularly engaged in exploration, investigation, or problem solving. Over the course of the
lesson, the majority of the students engaged in exploration/investigation/problem solving.
2
Students sometimes engaged in exploration, investigation, or problem solving. Several students
engaged in problem solving, but not the majority of the class.
1
Students seldom engaged in exploration, investigation, or problem solving. This tended to be limited
to one or a few students engaged in problem solving while other students watched but did not
actively participate.
0
Students did not engage in exploration, investigation, or problem solving. There were either no
instances of investigation or problem solving, or the instances were carried out by the teacher
without active participation by any students.

Comments

2) Students used a variety of means (models, drawings, graphs, concrete materials, manipulatives, etc.) to represent concepts.
Score
Description
Comments
3
The students manipulated or generated two or more representations to represent the same
concept, and the connections across the various representations, relationships of the
representations to the underlying concept, and applicability or the efficiency of the representations
were explicitly discussed by the teacher or students, as appropriate.
2
The students manipulated or generated two or more representations to represent the same
concept, but the connections across the various representations, relationships of the
representations to the underlying concept, and applicability or the efficiency of the representations
were not explicitly discussed by the teacher or students.
1
The students manipulated or generated one representation of a concept.
0
There were either no representations included in the lesson, or representations were included but
were exclusively manipulated and used by the teacher. If the students only watched the teacher
manipulate the representation and did not interact with a representation themselves, it should be
scored a 0.
3) Students were engaged in mathematical activities.
Score
Description
3
Most of the students spend two-thirds or more of the lesson engaged in mathematical activity at
the appropriate level for the class. It does not matter if it is one prolonged activity or several shorter
activities. (Note that listening and taking notes does not qualify as a mathematical activity unless
the students are filling in the notes and interacting with the lesson mathematically.)
2
Most of the students spend more than one-quarter but less than two-thirds of the lesson engaged
in appropriate level mathematical activity. It does not matter if it is one prolonged activity or several
shorter activities.
1
Most of the students spend less than one-quarter of the lesson engaged in appropriate level
mathematical activity. There is at least one instance of students’ mathematical engagement.
0
Most of the students are not engaged in appropriate level mathematical activity. This could be
because they are never asked to engage in any activity and spend the lesson listening to the teacher
and/or copying notes, or it could be because the activity they are engaged in is not mathematical –
such as a coloring activity.
4) Students critically assessed mathematical strategies.
Score
Description

Comments

Comments
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3

2

1

0

More than half of the students critically assessed mathematical strategies. This could have happened
in a variety of scenarios, including in the context of partner work, small group work, or a student
making a comment during direct instruction or individually to the teacher.
At least two but less than half of the students critically assessed mathematical strategies. This could
have happened in a variety of scenarios, including in the context of partner work, small group work,
or a student making a comment during direct instruction or individually to the teacher.
An individual student critically assessed mathematical strategies. This could have happened in a
variety of scenarios, including in the context of partner work, small group work, or a student making
a comment during direct instruction or individually to the teacher. The critical assessment was
limited to one student.
Students did not critically assess mathematical strategies. This could happen for one of three
reasons: 1) No strategies were used during the lesson; 2) Strategies were used but were not
discussed critically. For example, the strategy may have been discussed in terms of how it was used
on the specific problem, but its use was not discussed more generally; 3) Strategies were discussed
critically by the teacher but this amounted to the teacher telling the students about the strategy(ies),
and students did not actively participate.

5) Students persevered in problem solving.
Score
Description
3
Students exhibited a strong amount of perseverance in problem solving. The majority of students
looked for entry points and solution paths, monitored and evaluated progress, and changed course
if necessary. When confronted with an obstacle (such as how to begin or what to do next), the
majority of students continued to use resources (physical tools as well as mental reasoning) to
continue to work on the problem.
2
Students exhibited some perseverance in problem solving. Half of students looked for entry points
and solution paths, monitored and evaluated progress, and changed course if necessary. When
confronted with an obstacle (such as how to begin or what to do next), half of students continued
to use resources (physical tools as well as mental reasoning) to continue to work on the problem.
1
Students exhibited minimal perseverance in problem solving. At least one student but less than
half of students looked for entry points and solution paths, monitored and evaluated progress, and
changed course if necessary. When confronted with an obstacle (such as how to begin or what to
do next), at least one student but less than half of students continued to use resources (physical
tools as well as mental reasoning) to continue to work on the problem. There must be a road block
to score above a 0.
0
Students did not persevere in problem solving. This could be because there was no student
problem solving in the lesson, or because when presented with a problem solving situation no
students persevered. That is to say, all students either could not figure out how to get started on a
problem, or when they confronted an obstacle in their strategy they stopped working.

Comments

6) The lesson involved fundamental concepts of the subject to promote relational/conceptual understanding.
Score
Description
Comments
3
The lesson includes fundamental concepts or critical areas of the course, as described by the
appropriate standards, and the teacher/lesson uses these concepts to build
relational/conceptual understanding of the students with a focus on the "why" behind any
procedures included.
2
The lesson includes fundamental concepts or critical areas of the course, as described by the
appropriate standards, but the teacher/lesson misses several opportunities to use these
concepts to build relational/conceptual understanding of the students with a focus on the
"why" behind any procedures included.
1
The lesson mentions some fundamental concepts of mathematics, but does not use these
concepts to develop the relational/conceptual understanding of the students. For example, in
a lesson on the slope of the line, the teacher mentions that it is related to ratios, but does not
help the students to understand how it is related and how that can help them to better
understand the concept of slope.
0
The lesson consists of several mathematical problems with no guidance to make connections
with any of the fundamental mathematical concepts. This usually occurs with a teacher
focusing on procedure of solving certain types of problems without the students
understanding the “why” behind the procedures.
7) The lesson promoted modeling with mathematics.
Score
Description
3
Modeling (using a mathematical model to describe a real-world situation) is an integral
component of the lesson with students engaged in the modeling cycle (as described in the
Common Core State Standards).

Comments
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2

1
0

Modeling is a major component, but the modeling has been turned into a procedure (i.e. a
group of word problems that all follow the same form and the teacher has guided the students
to find the key pieces of information and how to plug them into a procedure.); or modeling is
not a major component, but the students engage in a modeling activity that fits within the
corresponding standard of mathematical practice.
The teacher describes some type of mathematical model to describe real-world situations, but
the students do not engage in activities related to using mathematical models.
The lesson does not include any modeling with mathematics.

8) The lesson provided opportunities to examine mathematical structure. (symbolic notation, patterns, generalizations, conjectures, etc.)
Score
Description
Comments
3
The students have a sufficient amount of time and opportunity to look for and make use
of mathematical structure or patterns.
2
Students are given some time to examine mathematical structure, but are not allowed
adequate time or are given too much scaffolding so that they cannot fully understand the
generalization.
1
Students are shown generalizations involving mathematical structure, but have little
opportunity to discover these generalizations themselves or adequate time to
understand the generalization.
0
Students are given no opportunities to explore or understand the mathematical structure
of a situation.
9) The lesson included tasks that have multiple paths to a solution or multiple solutions.
Score
Description
3
A lesson which includes several tasks throughout; or a single task that takes up a large
portion of the lesson; with multiple solutions and/or multiple paths to a solution and
which increases the cognitive level of the task for different students.
2
Multiple solutions and/or multiple paths to a solution are a significant part of the lesson,
but are not the primary focus, or are not explicitly encouraged; or more than one task
has multiple solutions and/or multiple paths to a solution that are explicitly encouraged.
1
Multiple solutions and/or multiple paths minimally occur, and are not explicitly
encouraged; or a single task has multiple solutions and/or multiple paths to a solution
that are explicitly encouraged.
0
A lesson which focuses on a single procedure to solve certain types of problems and/or
strongly discourages students from trying different techniques.
10) The lesson promoted precision of mathematical language.
Score
Description
3
The teacher “attends to precision” in regards to communication during the lesson. The
students also “attend to precision” in communication, or the teacher guides students to
modify or adapt non-precise communication to improve precision.
2
The teachers “attends to precision” in all communication during the lesson, but the
students are not always required to also do so.
1
The teacher makes a few incorrect statements or is sloppy about mathematical language,
but generally uses correct mathematical terms.
0
The teacher makes repeated incorrect statements or incorrect names for mathematical
objects instead of their accepted mathematical names.
11) The teacher’s talk encouraged student thinking.
Score
Description
3
The teacher’s talk focused on high levels of mathematical thinking. The teacher may ask
lower level questions within the lesson, but this is not the focus of the practice. There are
three possibilities for high levels of thinking: analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Analysis:
examines/ interprets the pattern, order or relationship of the mathematics; parts of the
form of thinking. Synthesis: requires original, creative thinking. Evaluation: makes a
judgment of good or bad, right or wrong, according to the standards he/she values.
2
The teacher’s talk focused on mid-levels of mathematical thinking. Interpretation:
discovers relationships among facts, generalizations, definitions, values and skills.
Application: requires identification and selection and use of appropriate generalizations
and skills
1
Teacher talk consists of "lower order" knowledge based questions and responses

Comments

Comments

Comments
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focusing on recall of facts. Memory: recalls or memorizes information. Translation:
changes information into a different symbolic form or situation.
Any questions/ responses of the teacher related to mathematical ideas were rhetorical in
that there was no expectation of a response from the students.

0

12) There were a high proportion of students talking related to mathematics.
Score
Description
3
More than three quarters of the students were talking related to the mathematics of the
lesson at some point during the lesson.
2
More than half, but less than three quarters of the students were talking related to the
mathematics of the lesson at some point during the lesson.
1
Less than half of the students were talking related to the mathematics of the lesson.
0
No students talked related to the mathematics of the lesson.
13) There was a climate of respect for what others had to say
Score
Description
3
Many students are sharing, questioning, and commenting during the lesson, including
their struggles. Students are also listening (active), clarifying, and recognizing the ideas
of others.
2
The environment is such that some students are sharing, questioning, and commenting
during the lesson, including their struggles. Most students listen.
1
Only a few share as called on by the teacher. The climate supports those who understand
or who behave appropriately. Or Some students are sharing, questioning, or commenting
during the lesson, but most students are actively listening to the communication.
0
No students shared ideas.
14)
Score
3
2
1
0

In general, the teacher provided wait-time.
Description
The teacher frequently provided an ample amount of “think time” for the depth and
complexity of a task or question posed by either the teacher or a student.
The teacher sometimes provided an ample amount of “think time” for the depth and
complexity of a task or question posed by either the teacher or a student.
The teacher rarely provided an ample amount of “think time” for the depth and
complexity of a task or question posed by either the teacher or a student.
The teacher never provided an ample amount of “think time” for the depth and
complexity of a task or question posed by either the teacher or a student.

15) Students were involved in the communication of their ideas to others (peer-to-peer).
Score
Description
3
Considerable time (more than half) was spent with peer to peer dialog (pairs, groups,
whole class) related to the communication of ideas, strategies and solution.
2
Some class time (less than half, but more than just a few minutes) was devoted to
peer to peer (pairs, groups, whole class) conversations related to the mathematics.
1
The lesson was primarily teacher directed and little opportunities were available for
peer to peer (pairs, groups, whole class) conversations. A few instances developed
where this occurred during the lesson but only lasted less than 5 minutes.
0
No peer to peer (pairs, groups, whole class) conversations occurred during the lesson.

Comments

Comments

Comments

Comments

16) The teacher uses student questions/comments to enhance conceptual mathematical understanding.
Score
Description
Comments
3
The teacher frequently uses student questions/ comments to coach students, to
facilitate conceptual understanding, and boost the conversation. The teacher sequences
the student responses that will be displayed in an intentional order, and/or connects
different students’ responses to key mathematical ideas.
2
The teacher sometimes uses student questions/ comments to enhance conceptual
understanding.
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1

The teacher rarely uses student questions/ comments to enhance conceptual
mathematical understanding. The focus is more on procedural knowledge of the task
verses conceptual knowledge of the content.
The teacher never uses student questions/ comments to enhance conceptual
mathematical understanding.

0

17) The teacher creates and maintains an environment of productive intellectual challenge/cognitive demand.
Score
Descriptors
Comments
3
The teacher supports students’ mathematical reasoning through hints or prompts that
do expect students to develop the solution strategy.
2
The instructional approach has the potential to support conceptual connections or
problem solving, but instructional scaffolding reduces opportunities for students’ own
reasoning or problem solving.
1
The teacher’s questions are focused on memorized procedures and/or practice of routine
exercises.
0
The teacher does not offer questions or prompts, or promotes misconceptions.

18) The lesson promoted independent student reasoning and engagement.
(note: if the teacher observes or interacts with students as they work individually, this should be scored 0).
Score
Descriptors
Comments
3
The task students work on requires reasoning beyond recall, and the students engage in
the task with only limited support from classmates or teacher (i.e. hints or prompts do not
give away the solution strategy).
2
Students work on tasks that are primarily oriented toward skills; however, the task (or
related prompts) do involve some connections between procedures, concepts and
contexts.
1
Students work on tasks that are skill-oriented (or unfocused), that require only
memorization of procedures or recall of information.
0
Students do not work on tasks individually or in groups during the observed class.
19) The teacher’s talk encouraged the participation of a majority of the students
Score
Descriptors
3
The teacher actively supports and to some degree achieves mathematical participation of
most students.
2
The teacher makes some efforts to encourage engagement of a wide range of students,
even though the result is uneven.
1
The teacher promoted limited or differential engagement by students, through
questioning or responses to select students.
0
The teacher did not promote the participation of students.
20) The lesson resulted in the participation of a majority of the students in the class
Score
Descriptors
3
Established participation structures resulted in broad student participation in
mathematical reasoning.
2
Modest student participation was observed, but a significant proportion of students was
not fully engaged in the mathematics.
1
Only a few students were engaged in mathematical activity.
0
There was no opportunity for students to engage in mathematical activity, or the activity
was misleading/unproductive.
21) The teacher’s actions contributed to an equitable learning environment
Score
Descriptors
3
2
1

Teacher used four or more practices intended to support an equitable learning
environment
Teacher used 1-3 practices intended to support an equitable learning environment
Teacher did not appear to use practices intended to support an equitable learning
environment but did not actively promote an inequitable learning environment

Comments

Comments

Comments
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0

Teacher used practices that could promote an inequitable learnings environment (e.g.
groups students by gender, calls on the same students repeatedly, makes offhand remark
or “joke” that is insensitive).
Equitable Teaching Practices
●
Welcomes students by name as they enter the classroom or calls on each student by name in class.
●
Uses randomized response strategies for calling on students (e.g. rolling dice, computer negated roster name)
●
Uses student’s “heritage” language (e.g. Spanish, Chinese, etc.)
●
Identifies student’s current knowledge before instruction
●
Uses students’ real life experiences to connect school learning to students’ lives
●
Circulates around student work areas to be close to all students
●
Instructional materials, and other visuals used in the classroom reflect the racial, ethnic, and cultural backgrounds represented by students
●
Uses class building and teambuilding activities to promote peer support
●
Structures heterogeneous and cooperative groups for learning (i.e. random groups, etc.)
●
Acknowledges all students’ comments, responses, questions, and contributions.
●
Allows students to revise work based on teacher feedback
●
Explains to students the importance of positive self-talk

X-PIPS-M Student Questions
Note, these are from the first time we gave out X-PIPS-M. The second time has slight tense
changes.
Link to the form can be found here-https://forms.gle/yejWWq2WeJpNqJ9Z8
Demographic section
● Do your consider yourself to be (mark all that apply) (gender)
● Do you consider yourself to be (mark all that apply) (race)
● (Select all that apply) Do you consider yourself to be (sexual orientiation)
● (Select all that apply) Do you consider yourself to be (generation of student, athlete,
parent, etc.)
● Did you use FASFA to apply for financial aid
● Did you receive a free grant (e.g., Pell Grant)?
● Approximately how many hours did you work this semester
● What is your age?
● How many years have you been at YOUR INSTITUTION
● What is your class standing
● Have you declared, a STEM major or plan to declare a STEM major?
● What major/minors have you declared/intend to declare?
● Do you think your previous math class has prepared you for Calculus 1?
● What grade do you expect to get in Calculus 1
● As of right now, what is the next math course(s) you plan to enroll in?
● Are there any Aspects of your identity (or who you are) that have impacted your
experience in mathematics at YOUR INSTITUTION? Please explain
● Is there anything else you would like us to know about you or your experience in
mathematics at YOUR INSTITUTION
● What things (class activities, projects, campus resources, clubs, people) have you found
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●
●
●
●

●
●
●

to be particularly helpful to you as a student in Math 120 (Calculus 1)
What things (class activities, projects, campus resources, clubs, people) have you found
to be particularly unhelpful to you as a student in Math 120 (Calculus 1)
Roughly how often have you missed class meetings for Math 120 (Calculus 1)
Roughly how often have you missed SI meetings for Math 120 (Calculus 1)
Indicate the degree to which the following statements describe your experience in (1
being very descriptive and 5 being this never occurred)
○ The test questions focus on important facts and definitions from the course
○ The test questions require me to apply course concepts to unfamiliar situations
○ I use technology or online resources in relation to this course
○ I make connections between related ideas or concepts when completing
assignments
○ I receive feedback on my assignments without being assigned a formal grade
○ I see my instructor(s) outside of class for help
○ I work with peers outside of class on math problems
○ I attend tutoring sessions outside of class time
Which technologies and/or online resources do you use? Mark all that apply.
Where do you got for tutoring?
Indicate the degree to which the following statements describe your experience in
regular course meetings of Math 120 (Calculus 1) (Not descriptive, minimally
descriptive, somewhat descriptive, mostly descriptive, very descriptive)
○ I listen as the instructor guides me through major topics
○ The class activities connect course content to my life and future work
○ I receive immediate feedback on my work during class (e.g., student response
systems such as clickers, voting systems, short quizzes, etc.)
○ I am asked to respond to questions during class time
○ In my class a variety of means (models, drawings, graphs, symbols, simulations,
tables, etc.) are used to represent course topics and/or solve problems
○ I talk with other students about course topics during class
○ I constructively criticize other student’s ideas during class
○ I discuss the difficulties I have with math with other students during class
○ I work on problems individually during class time
○ I work with other students in small groups during class
○ Multiple approaches to solving a problem are discussed in class
○ I have enough time during class to reflect about the processes I use to solve
problems
○ A wide range of students respond to the instructor's questions in class
○ The instructor knows my name
○ Class is structured to encourage peer-to-peer support among students
○ There is a sense of community among the students in my class
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○ The instructor adjusts teaching based upon what the class understands and does
not understand
● For each of the following activities, please indicate how much each helps your learning in
Math 120 (Calculus 1) (very helpful, somewhat helpful, not helpful, not applicable))
○ I listen as the instructor guides me through major topics
○ The class activities connect course content to my life and future work
○ I receive immediate feedback on my work during class (e.g., student response
systems)
○ I am asked to respond to questions during class time
○ I talk with other students about course topics during class
○ I constructively criticize other student’s ideas during class
○ I work on problems individually during class time
○ The instructor knows my name
○ Class is structured to encourage peer-to-peer support among students
○ I work with other students in small groups during class
○ I receive feedback from my instructor on homework, exams, quizzes, etc.
○ My instructor uses strategies to encourage participation from a wide range of
students
● To what extent are the following course elements helpful to your learning in Math 120
(Calculus 1) (very helpful, somewhat helpful, not helpful, not applicable)
○ Online homework
○ Written homework
○ Exams
○ Class worksheets/handouts
● Indicate the degree to which the following statements describe your experience in
supplemental instructor meetings of Math 120 (Calculus 1) (not at all descriptive,
minimally descriptive, somewhat descriptive, mostly descriptive, very descriptive)
○ I listen as the instructor guides me through major topics
○ The class activities connect course content to my life and future work
○ I receive immediate feedback on my work during class (e.g., student response
systems such as clickers, voting systems, short quizzes, etc.)
○ I am asked to respond to questions during class time
○ In my class a variety of means (models, drawings, graphs, symbols, simulations,
tables, etc.) are used to represent course topics and/or solve problems
○ I talk with other students about course topics during class
○ I constructively criticize other student’s ideas during class
○ I discuss the difficulties I have with math with other students during class
○ I work on problems individually during class time
○ I work with other students in small groups during class
○ Multiple approaches to solving a problem are discussed in class
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●

●

●
●
●
●
●

○ I have enough time during class to reflect about the processes I use to solve
problems
○ A wide range of students respond to the instructor's questions in class
○ The instructor knows my name
○ Class is structured to encourage peer-to-peer support among students
○ There is a sense of community among the students in my class
○ The instructor adjusts teaching based upon what the class understands and does
not understand
Consider your regular course meetings and primary instructor of MATH 120 (Calculus
1). As compared to other students, (a lot less, somewhat less, the space as, somewhat
more, a lot more)
○ How much opportunity do you get to answer questions in class?
○ How much attention does the instructor give to your questions?
○ How much help do you get from the instructor?
○ How much encouragement do you receive from the instructor?
○ How much opportunity do you get to contribute to class discussions?
○ How much praise does your work receive?
Consider your supplemental instruction meetings and Supplemental Instructor of MATH
120 (Calculus 1). As compared to other students. (a lot less, somewhat less, the space as,
somewhat more, a lot more)
○ How much opportunity do you get to answer questions in class?
○ How much attention does the instructor give to your questions?
○ How much help do you get from the instructor?
○ How much encouragement do you receive from the instructor?
○ How much opportunity do you get to contribute to class discussions?
○ How much praise does your work receive?
How would you describe the overall climate of MATH 120 (Calculus 1) (1 to 5 with 1
being excluding and hostile and 5 being including and friendly)
How would you describe the overall climate of MATH 120 (Calculus 1) (1 to 5 with 1
being intellectual boring and 5 being intellectually engaging)
How would you describe the overall climate of MATH 120 (Calculus 1) (1 being
academically easy and 5 being academically rigorous)
I believe that my math ability can be improved through dedication and hard work
(strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree)
At the START of MATH 120 (Calculus 1) indicate your level of agreement to the
following statements (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree)
○ I am interested in doing mathematics
○ I enjoy doing mathematics
○ I am confident in my ability to do mathematics
○ I am able to learn mathematics
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X-PIPS-M Teacher Questions

X-PIPS-M Prompt (ratings given as a % and they must add up to
100%)
a. Listening to the instructor lecture or solve problems
b. Participating in whole-class discussions
c. Working on tasks in small groups
d. Working on tasks individually

X-PIPS-M Prompt (ratings 1-5) With 5 being very descriptive
and 1 being not very descriptive
a. I guide students through major topics as they listen
b. I provide activities that connect course content to my students' lives
and future work
c. My syllabus contains the specific topics that will be covered in every
class session
d. I provide students with immediate feedback on their work during
class (e.g., student response systems, short quizzes)
e. I structure my course with the assumption that most of the students
have little useful knowledge of the topics
f. I use student assessment results to guide the direction of my
instruction during the semester
g. I ask students to respond to questions during class time
h. I use student questions and comments to determine the focus and
direction of classroom lessons
i. In my class a variety of means (models, drawings, graphs, symbols,
simulations, tables, etc.) are used to represent course topics and/or
solve problems
j. I structure class so that students explore or discuss their
understanding of concepts before direct instruction
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k. My class sessions are structured to give students a clear/structured
set of notes
l. I structure class so that students talk with one another about course
topics
m. I structure class so that students constructively criticize one
another's ideas
n. I structure class so that students discuss their mathematical
difficulties with other students
o. I structure class so that students work on problems individually
during class.
p. I structure class so that students work together in pairs or small
groups
q. I structure class so that more than one approach to solving a
problem is discussed
r. I provide time for students to reflect about the processes they use to
solve problems
s. I give students frequent assignments worth a small portion of their
grade
t. I expect students to make connections between related ideas or
concepts when completing assessments

u. I provide feedback on student assignments without assigning a
formal grade
v. Test questions focus on important facts and definitions from the
course
w. Test questions require students to apply course concepts to
unfamiliar situations
x. Test questions contain well-defined problems with one correct
solution
y. I use a grading curve as needed to adjust student scores
z. A wide range of students respond to my questions in class
aa. I know most of my students by name
bb. When calling on students in class, I use randomized response
strategies (e.g., picking names from a hat)
cc. I structure class to encourage peer-to-peer support among students
(e.g., ask peer before you ask me, having group roles, developing a
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group solution to share, etc.)
dd. There is a sense of community among the students in my class
ee. I require students to work in predetermined or randomized groups
ff. I use strategies that have been shown to support students from
underrepresented groups
gg. I consider students' thinking/understanding when planning lessons
hh. I use a variety of approaches (e.g., questioning, discussion,
formal/informal assessments) to gauge where my students are in their
understanding of concepts
ii. I understand students' previous conceptions, skills, knowledge, and
interests related to a particular topic
jj. I explain concepts in this class in a variety of ways
kk. I adjust my teaching based upon what students currently do or do
not understand
ll. I give feedback on homework, exams, quizzes, etc.
mm. I structure class so that students share their ideas (or their group's
ideas) during whole class discussions
nn. I use strategies to encourage participation from a wide range of
students
oo. A wide range of students participate in class

Anonymous survey
I want to serve you. I’m here to serve you. This is about you. I know that I’m not doing things perfectly and there
are ways in which I can improve. If you can be supportively critical in explaining the ways in which you’re not
being served, I would appreciate that. With the remaining weeks of the semester, I can do something different that
improves the space for you.
It’s fine with me if you just fill out the parts of this survey that are important to you right now--you don’t have to fill
out every question every time you visit, since I don’t want you to feel inhibited or burdened by that.



Online/In-Person
Are you in my online class, or my in-person class?
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○

Online

○

In-person

○

Other:

Which class are you in?
○ Math 104 Intermediate Algebra
○

Math 110 Mathematical Reasoning

○

Math 120 Calculus 1

○

Math 121 Calculus 2

○

Math 319 Modeling

○

Math 419W/519 Stochastic Modeling

○

Math 560 Optimization

○

Stat 360 Statistical Methods

○

Stats-for-Teachers

○

Other

Preventing Thriving
Is there anything that may be preventing you from thriving in this class, or at EMU in general? Please list
difficulties whether you think I can help with them or not--I might be able to help on some things you
don’t think I can! You can also mention issues that you heard someone else in the class struggling with, in
case they don’t have time to fill out this form. You could mention their name, or not mention their name,
whichever seems appropriate to you
Valuing
Do you feel like I value you in this class? Please let me know specifics if possible.
Groupwork
How is the in-class groupwork going (if any)? Please let me know any issues or ideas.
Group Chat/Collaboration outside of class
If there's a group chat of some sort going on for this class, how is that going? Are people being supportive
to each other, for example? Are there issues that people want to bring up to me but nobody wants to speak
up? If you aren't aware of a group chat and you'd like to join, let me know and I'll connect you, if there is
one.
Activity Likes
Is there a specific activity/activities you’ve liked? That can help me re-steer the course for future
semesters.
Activity Dislikes
Is there a specific activity/activities you’ve not liked? Can you tell me more about why? That can help me
re-steer the course for future semesters.
Tutoring Center
How is the EMU math tutoring center working for you, or not working for you?
Homework Hours per Week
I want to ask about the homework load, from a perspective of detecting if it's too much. How many hours
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does the homework take, total for a week (this week, or an average week)? Please enter a number.
Skills/Exploring balance
How do you feel about our current balance between rote skills and exploring/open-ended problem
solving?
Anything Else
If there's anything else you want to say, this is the box for it!

Credits
Portions of this survey, and the idea of doing this survey, are from the book "Asked and Answered" by
Harris and Winger. Feel free to ask me for more details if you are curious.

